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FINANCIAL QUESTIONS  (continued) 

Mr- fa® (Japan) said that the discussion had produced a number of 

suggestions which,  if followed up in a constructive way, could fora the basis for 

guidelines to ensure the effectiveness of UNIDO's work.    His delegation hoped that 

those suggestions would be the subject of further detailed consideration,  so that 

the Board could revert to the question of financing at its second session. 

Although his delegation fully appreciated the developing countries' natural 

desire that voluntary contributions to UNIDO should be announced at a pledging 

conference,  it was not in favour of convening such a conference, since it was 

clear that it would not achieve the desired results.    That did not mean,  however, 

that Japan had adopted a negative or apathetic approach to the work of UNIDO;  in 

fact, Japan was continuously considering the possibility of increasing its 

contribution to UNIDO within the over-all framework of its bilateral and 

multilateral economic,  financial and technical assistance policies.   A specific 

decision on that question would be taken when the Japanese Government had examined 

UNIDO's revised work programme and the principles it would reflect. 

He noted that the only qualification placed on the voluntary contributions 

provided for in General Assembly resolution 2152 (XXI) was that they should be used 

for operational activities.    In the view of his delegation,  therefore,  it was 

unnecessary to adopt a resolution on financial questions, and he suggested that 

the Board should merely take note of the views expressed during the discussion. 1 

ORGANIZATION MATTERS '  INCLUDING THE STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONS OF THE SECRETARIAT 
(ID/B/L.l, ID/B/L.3) (continued) 

Mr. COHEN (Assistant Administrator and Director,  Bureau of Operations 

and Programming, United Nations Development Programme) described the process by 

which new requests to UNDP were developed and approved.    Project requests were 

prepared by Governments, with assistance fron the staff members of UNDP, UNIDO and 

other United Nations agencies.    They were then submitted through the UNDP Resident 

Representatives for appraisal,  in the course of which UNDP consulted with the 

various agencies having a special interest or technical competence in the matter. 

At the same time requests were circulated by UNDP to Governments having bilateral 

technical assistance programmer sc that they might give their vievs, thus placing 

project requests in the larger context of existing development action.    A further 
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step was the designation   ->f en executing agency by the A cm in i s tra tor of UNDP.    The 

whole process was  then  reviewed by the Inter-Agency Consultative  Board,   in which 

UNITO was represented. 

Many projects were of interest to more  than one agency;   for example,  projects 

relating to food  processing,  hides and skins,   forestry products and fertilizers, 

were of interest to both FAO ^nd UNIDO.    Also in the case of some  rrojeccs,  the 

executing agency might be instructed to call on the services of another agency or 

agencies,  and UNIDO would certainly be involved in such arrangements.    Finally, 

the execution of projects essentially depending on requests from governments had 

specific interest for the Board when UNIDO became Executing Agency,  and general 

interest when other agencies were designated for industrial projects. 

Under the Special  Fund component of UNDP,  there were three projects approved 

in January I967 for which UNIDO had been designated an executing agency and 

seventeen projects approved earlier for which the United Nations had been 

designated as executing agency but which UNIDO might expect to inherit.    The 

Centre for Industrial  Development had played a role in the formulation of 

recommendations  for most of those projects.     Thus, UNIDO had twenty large-sacle 

projects costing  seme  $20 million in its programme of work,  necessitating the 

recruitment of 129 experts to serve 351 man-years.    To date,  only thirty experts 

have been recruited.     That indicated the magnitude of the work UNIDO would have 

to assume in respect of projects already approved under the Special Fund component. 

Under the technical assistance component,  the $16 million programme approved for 

the 1<V'7-1^R biennium  included projects costing some $  .5 million in the 

industrial field  for which either the United Nations or UNIDO would assume 

responsibility.    There was thus a very large programme  waiting UNIDO, and UNDP 

vr.ui ! reader every assistance in its execution. 

About forty new requests for iidustrial projectb *ere now in the "pipeline", 

or which perhaps  twelve would be developed  into first-class projects.    Very 

ront.'.tr.-ely,  it wt-fj.  possible to say that four or five might be recommended by the 

-. ü..i:.ir ir .¡tor to  the Governing Council within the coming year for execution by 

'-.IT  ,   t.t   Uf.'h he   CUü:,í  not ant i-ji yate future decisions of the UNDP Governing Council. 

•'•.;.,•   .reao   of  «urr.   ir.  the future he   stressed  the value  of experimental 

•   .•:[.   ..IM!:    wi.i.-;;   „vre  j ; fvoially suitable   forUNlLO'c  Implementation.. 
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(Mr.  Cohen. UNDP) 

On the question of operational collaboration between UNDP and UNIDO,  he 

welcomed the suggestion that industrial advisers should be stationed at UNDP field 

offices and hoped that the idea would shortly be put into practice on an 

experimental basis.    The Administrator was prepared to recaamend that a number of 

posts of that kind should be financed Jointly, and although the Governing Council 

had questioned the financial implications of such arrangements he was confident 

that th€ re would be support for the p rogramme.    Both the Board and the Governing 

Council might consider whether it would be proper to use funde under the programme 

of Special Industrial Services for that purpose. 

In cor.olusion, he assured the board that UNDP would continue to work in the 

closest possible co-operation with UNIDO. 

Mr. SHAMMAS (Kuwait) noted that General Assembly resolution 2152 (XXI), 

paragraph 17, provided that UNIDO was to have an adequate, permanent and full-time 

secretariat.    Since the adequacy of the secretariat could only be defined in terms 

of what it was required to do, any decision on organizational matters would 

presumably have to be deferred until the Board had settled the future ircgx&me 

of work.    The subsidiary organs referred tc in paragraphs Ik and 15 of the 

resolution could usefully supplement the efforts of the UNIDO secretariat. 

Mr.  Bradley (Argentina). Vice-President, took the Chair. 

Mrs. KODIKARA (Philippines) emphasized the importance of equitable 

geographical distribution in the recruitment of staff for the UNIDO secretariat. 

The organizational chart on page 5 of document ID/B/L.3 pointed to an 

excessive fragmentation of the secretariat.    To save money and increase efficiency, 

she suggssted that the following sections, for instance, might be merged:    budget 

and finance, protocol and liaison, and translation and interpretation.    With the 

saving thus effected the emphasis could be switched from central administrative 

services to regional and field services, in conformity with the Board's desire 

to emphasize operational activities. 

Her delegation believed that Special Industrial Services should continue to 

be dealt with separately, pending consideration by the Board of the criteria 

applicable to such services. 

/ /... 

I. 
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M,-. UJKITfíKSCÜ (HrMania) snid that me  of 'he most hruortant 

organizational problems facing UM LT- was the establishment of , soundly constructed 

secretariat. Sufficient regard should >e raid both to ]roblems relating to the 

organizational structure of the secretariat and tu those effecting the recruitment 

of personnel.  In order to achieve maximum efficiency with minimum expenditure, the 

structure of the secretariat should satisfy four conditions.  Firstly, its 

activities should be concentrated in spheres which corresponded to the priority 

needs of developing countries ana afforded the greates. possibility of effective 

action. Secondly, account should be taken of the technical expertise available 

in the specialized agencies and the regional economic commissions, and of the 

possibilities of close co-operation with those bodies. Thirdly, in order tc avoid 

cumbersome organizational machinery, there should be a rational diversification of 

the structure of the secretariat, including an appropriate balance betweer 

technical and administrative personnel and between headquarter staff and regional 

and local personnel.  Lastly, the structure must be flexible and caFable of 

subsequent improvement in the light of new requirements In the recniitment •><• 

socialists for the secretariat, the membership of UNIDO must be more faithfully 

reflected; it was essential that such staff - hould be highly qualified and should 

be assigned to departments where their special skills would be put to use. Much 

effort would oe needed if those simple objectives were to be achieved. His 

delegation was surprised to note that the tentative target establishment (iD/B/L.5) 

made no provision foi a European Unit in the Technical Co-operatJon Division.  It 

was to be hoped that that was merely .m oversight, since European countries, like 

those of other regions, were interested in furthering international co-operation by 

sharing their experience in the field of industrialization :<nd assisting those 

countrie. which were striving to become fully developed. 

Mr. VLADOV (Bulgaria) said that he entirely agreed with the Romanian 

representative's remarks, particularly with respect to tne failure to provide for 

a '-Jure, ean Unit in the Technical Co-operation Division. 

Mr. MKND10LA (Uruguay) observed that, as UNIK» was in the formative stage, 

m<ml.T.- shoui : r.ot ex; ect it immediately to begin realizing its full potential ao 

r,    eti n-criented or-.nidation. The Board shouM therefore think in very general 

tt.•,-,„.• ,:,ti;  ;ter tie "1. tern itiorv.a :;.vm} osium ; that would mean, in effect, 
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I -IM*'     - 

(Kr, Kt. .ilük,   Uruguay) 

r.iHim«lnl!ip  the  r»xtsting structure  ir fi working  -n th* bapt« <-f -, r-gmiraneB already 

under way,  g*vir.« irU-rity  *<> i   limite.,  number  of -«rtteuiarlv tmiortant >ictivitles. 

•"•   the  present  stage, UN1 ix:   must make »   chelee  between fining H U.-V things ve'1 and 

undertaking a  1 art/e  number of activities to -,/hi.ch It   could not vet  do justice. 

Initially,  therefore,   it should assume complete responsibility foi   projects in 

only two or three areas. 

One oí   the wiys  in which it  could be particularly helpful would be by 

co-operating with public and private national   institutions whose activities had a 

multiplying effect,   such -is development  b/>nks and training establishments. 

If UNILXJ was to be the dynamic organization which Its creators had  ini ,.ied, 

it must be subject to periodic evaluation and must  adjust to changing realities. 

For the time being,   the recruitment of technical  staff should v¿  limited to the 

most essential requirements, on the understanding that the Board could authorize 

further recruitment   st  ;1 liter session if necetsary.     Finally, Governments should 

be requested  *„o e&tablish machinery,   in which N?th  the public and the  private 

sectors would  oe -epresented,  to maintain contact with the organisation. 

Mr. GQLCSCHMIDT (United Ptatea of America) expressed the belief that 

UNIDO should five primary emphasis  to the development of additional programmes in 

the industrial  field and to the rapid execution of the projects already on its 

work programme.    While the needs of the less advanced nations in the field of 

industry were  indeed graat,  th; volume of good  industrial project» had been so 

small as to cause concern aoout the operational activities of UNIDO and  to raise 

questions in the minds of seme delegations as to whether existing project! being 

executed by other organizations  in the United Natlore family should be transferred 

to UNIDO. 

The pace of industrialization was accelerating.    The more industrially 

advanced a country bocat.?,  the faster vas its rate of advancement and the greater 

were its needs.    UNI Do should take advantage of »very possible means t„>  stimulate 

projects and to ensure that they were speedily carried out.    To  that  end,  it 

should station ft number of industrial  generai is?s,   on long-term assignments,   in the 

offices of Résident Fej resentrtives  in   t  can-full.y  se', íCted  sample <<f developing 

countries,  and  i>   the  re^iwa-'-l   ìCLIMIC  LU nun i s s* ions   for A fri e«,  A   IR ani  latin 

America,    iìuch pcrsnr,,el  could oe  financed under the administrativ* budget of UNM', 

••• 



il, i-i! il i ed L-tutes 

* i-'-   '••;' i  .*»l     ü.slstunce  ¡ ri granane of 'îTIDI   or the United Nations regular programme 

*   technical   ü.piüt «nee,  or under ail  three.     They should develop industrial 
f"'-     .   '''*   f ' the  expeditious execution of existing projects, maintain liaison 

"-"iti, :,;'i!<    v "Hdqu ti t«Ts,   advise Governments and promote co-ordination.     In addition, 

'he ¡xeeutive   Director could uee existing industrial develoiment centres  in 

o.u: trier  -ueh -is the United Republic of  Tanzania to supplement their work.    That 

•voui i    rtfcüt. litt]»' difficulty in cases where UNIDO was currently the executing 

gen.-v f¡ r -. U'IDi  Special Fund project to set up such a centre.    The Executive 

Mrect -r   ;hou.id »ilr    continve his programme of sending "flying squads"  of 

- VH^LLXS  ..n :¿d hoc missions to the field as required.    Finally, UNIDO should 

-i'tem; •   *     fili  any remaining ga¿ s in the range of assistance  it could offer through 

iti    io.-rw     T ''jecial Industrial Services.    In short, UNIDO should use every 

ivLiible te.iniiue to develo;  projects and speed their completion.    It was still 

* 'MI- ,.   t    say what mix of techniques was best, and it was therefore important 

that  ill     •. ; ronche:,  should be tried as quickly a s possible. 

t tue sume timo-, \miW should not neglect its headquarters organization. 

•'v1     nif    t." move to Vienna would inevitably cause difficulties, UNIDO should 

continu^ te   ; rovide adequate administrative and programme support to personnel in 

tre fielo.    in order that as much of UNIDO's resources as possible might be devoted 

to fi'.   .. activities,  the headquarters staff should be kept small, and UNIDO should 

r«jy m  consultants and other outside help for specialized expertise.    That v<vi„ 

rive ti :    rgt,ni?,atiun flexibility, allowing it to tailor its assistance to the 

spe.-ifi•• rfwic of the developing countries and to draw upon tht technical expertise 

V inuuro.rv   i round the world. 

:..«-• d.-cuments . r, the organization of the UNIDO secretariat (ir/B/L.l, ID/B/L.3) 

•id }->er  ¡-rerared before tht Board had had an opportunity to suggest guidelines for 

•'.     -   I'iniiat  structure and before the future programme of work had been approved. 

.ml  no    •rislllity for ^rKunizir     the UNIDO secretariat would rest with the 

it     ir.tor,  but.  (he various suggestions put forward by members of the Board 
w -; tji-f-,6  L»e useful   to him.     Document  ID/B/L.3 provided for too great a 

u..       •   i Miiv ; [t"-iHÌ\ipà rtaff,  whom  it would be better to hire on an ad hoc 

/... 
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(Mr. Goldschmidt. Unitad States) 

For the Immediate future, his delegation hoped that, until the Eoard could 

draw up a programme of work and until more requests were received, the Executive 

Director would concentrate on rapidly building up his field staff and that he 

would recruit no mor* headquarters personnel than were needed to support field 

operations. 

Mr. FERNANDiNI (Peru) noted that, according to document ID/B/L.3, the 

staff of UNIDO could be grouped in three major functional categories: central 

services, regional and field services, and technical services. The heads of those 

services would presumably be of equal rank; perhaps one of them could be given 

the task of co-ordinating the activities of the three groups. In any case, the 

Executive Director would be fully responsible for all the work carried out under 

his authority, and the Board would not be able to evaluate the effectiveness of 

the proposed machinery until it had gone into operation. Obviously, the structure 

of the secretariat could not yet be definitively organized, since it would depend 

on the work programme, but it could be said from the outset that the headquarters 

staff should be as small as possible. There seemed to be general agreement that 

decentralization of the staff would ensure greater efficiency and reduce costs. 

Regional centres staffed by UNIDO personnel should therefore be established in 

Asia, Africa and Latin America; the existence of such centres would greatly 

facilitate co-operation and co-ordination with other United Nations agencies 

dealing with industrial development, particularly the regional economic commissions, 

Any suggestion that the work of UNIDO in the developing countries* should be 

organized through the regional economic commissions or through UNDP ran directly 

counter to the principle oí the autonomy of the new organization. Some 

representatives of industrialized countries seemed to think that UNIDO was to be 

simply a part of UNDP; yet General Assembly resolution 2152 (XXI) made it quite 

clear that it was to be an autonomous boiy, and Í1  it was to function effectively 

as such it must eventually haw representatives in all countries to ensure 

co-oidination with the specialized agencies and other bodies concerned with 

economic development. 

Another consideration favouring decentralization was the fact that the cost 

of living was lower in the developing countries than at Vienna with the result that 
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in real terms staff salaries would be higher there than at UNIDO headquarters. 

Service in the developing countries would also provide an opportunity for staff 

members to familiarize  Lhemselves with the local languages and customs, which in 

turn would enable them to perform more effectively. 

A small office representing UNIDO  should be maintained at United Nations 

Headquarters for purposes of co-ordination. 

All those ideas were embodied in draft resolution ID/B/L.8, which he 

introduced on behalf of the sponsors. 

REVIEW OF ACTIVITIES OF THE UNITED NATIONS SYSTEM OF ORGANIZATIONS IN THE FIELD OF 
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT (ID/B/3 and Add. 1-8) 

Mr. LUBBERS (Netherlands) recalled the suggestion made by some delegations 

that document ID/B/3 and Add. 1-8, because of its great length, should be condensed. 

In his view, however, as it was a comprehensive document to be used for reference 

purposes only, it would continue to be most useful in its extended form.    Instead 

of condensing it,  the secretariat should add to it wherever it was incomplete; 

for instance, the section on industrial property made no mention of the v/ork of the 

International Union for the Protection of Industrial Property. 

Tho meeting rose at 12.45 P.P. 






